
Hi Alvarado Tribe! 

If your skin is dry and you’re over 40 clap your hands... You are NOT alone! This has definitely been 
one of the biggest complaints patients have been expressing for weeks. 

Don’t fret because we have a solution for you!
(And it’s just 2 products that I am personally obsessed with!) 

A simple routine can produce huge results!!! And it’s 
iimportant to take time to care for yourself – #MeFirst.

Every morning and night this is what I do to combat dry skin (side note: It is also not 
uncommon, as we get older, that our skin thins a little and can have a desert floor appearance.)

Step #1 Dry Brushing
                           Every day I dry brush at least once. The exfoliation benefits are big and the removal
                           of dead skin really creates a pathway to absorbing moisture more effectively. In 
                           particular I love taking a warm bath (in our magnesium flakes - best on the market
                                                      and soooo relaxing). After getting out and drying off, I will dry brush my entire body 
                           for 5 minutes.

Then I layer the MAGIC! 

Step #2
                             First, I use OSEA Anti-Aging Body Balm. This silky sea-mineral enriched formula 
                             softens skin and improves the appearance of skin elasticity. A botanical paradise of 
                             coconut oil and natural skin soothers, illuminate dull skin. Simply put… Sculpts & 
                                                          Hydrates. This serum is a strengthener and has sculpting power in a liquid body 
                             balm. It will leave your skin feeling tighter everywhere with all day hydration 
                             that redefines sagging contours. 

Next I layer (because even though it’s only 1 additional layer it’s benefits are magnified a thousand!) 
The One & The Only. Supercharge your glow. OSEA Undaria Algae Body Oil delivers an instant rush 
of antioxidant hydration. Undaria Seaweed is infused into a blend of luscious seed oils - Acai, Babassu 
and Passion Fruit - to firm skin and reduce the appearance of stretch marks. Eliminate the look of 
ssagging skin, without ever feeling greasy. (For all you who follow celebrities, Victoria Beckham made 
this product sky rocket when she fell in love with it and mentioned it in a magazine.) It's extraordinary. 
Definitely a huge step in elevating your body care. Both are available at Alvarado and we also are 
offering them in stocking stuffer sizes, plus free gift wrapping is available at no charge. 

I cannot wait for you to experience one or both of these. 
You will not regret it!

With gratitude,
MMary Halls


